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Abstract—In this paper a novel 3D object recognition method which can improve the recognition accuracy of object
recognition in the cluttered scenes was proposed. The proposed method use the adaptive-scale to detect the keypoint
(ASDK) of 3D object in the cluttered scenes, it use the algorithm of Sparse Principal Component Analysis Augmented
Lagrangian Method (SPCA- ALM) to extract the feature of object, the algorithm of SPCA-ALM has a good performance
in the high dimensional due to the Spares PCA, and the ALM can raise the speed of the SPCA. The experiment shows that
the proposed method can decrease the time of 3D object recognition and improve the recognition accuracy.

1 .Introduction
3D object recognition has been a widely used in the
computer vision during the past several decades. Many
significances works have been done, such as automatic
navigation, remote sensing, mobile manipulation, intelligent
surveillance, automatic assembly, robotics, biometric
analysis and so on. In the past years, 2D Image recognition
has been extensively investigated. But with the development
of technology people are more interested in 3D scenes, 3D
scenes have several advantages for object recognition due to
its range images. For example, (i) Features extracted from
range images are commonly not affected by scale, rotation
and illumination. (ii) Compare to 2D images, it has more
geometrical information from range images. Nowadays,
Kinect can catch the range images, and it have the potential
to overcome many difficulties which faced by 2D images in
the context of object recognition. Existing 3D object
recognition approaches can be divided into two main
categories: the point cloud data [18]and rgb-d data. Lai K,
Bo L, Ren X, et a proposed a large-scale hierarchical multiview rgb-d object dataset [10]. Filliat D, Battesti E, Bazeille
S, et al use RGBD object recognition and visual texture
classification for indoor semantic mapping [16]. In literature
[1], the method of 3D object recognition in cluttered scenes
with local surface features was proposed. However, those
methods didn’t solve the problem that the accuracy of object
recognition is relatively low in the cluttered scenes.

In this article, we proposed a novel method which can
solve above problem. The proposed method firstly use the
point cloud data to recognition the object in the cluttered
scenes, and using adaptive-scale to detection keypiont, then
using ASDK SPCA-ALM to select informative object
features, third, we descript the feature and match the feature,
finally, we make hypothesis generation and hypothesis
verification.

Figure 1.The flow chart of Object Recognition
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find modified PVs with sparse entries. Nevertheless, all the
above method need to solve nonconvex objective functions.
In order to overcome the drawback. In this paper we use
ASDK to detect the keypoint and use Augmented
Lagrangian Method (ALM) to improve the speed of SPCA,
ASDK SPCA-ALM was rapid convergent and speed in 1 minimization. And it can solve the semidefinite relaxation
form of Sparse PCA using ALM.

2. Object Recognition
This part is made by four steps as follows: Firstly, in Section
A we should use adaptive-scale detection to get the keypoint;
Then in Section B we mainly study about the informative
feature selection; in Section C introduces the feature
description and feature Match, Finally, in Section D we
describes Hypothesis Generation and Hypothesis
Verification. Figure.1 shows the flow chart of Object
Recognition [17].
2.1. Adaptive-scale Keypoint Detection ASDK
3D object recognition have several steps, Keypoint detection
is the first step and is also the most important step. Keypoint
detection included surface mesh decimation and sparse
sampling. Though several keypoint detection methods were
proposed, the keypoint detected can’t meet the demand of
experimental. Because when detecting the keypoint, they do
not or seldom consider the difference of information points.
Hence, we should according to their distinctiveness to detect
keypoints. Keypoint detection methods can be broadly
divided into two categories based on whether the scale is
predetermined or adaptively detected: the one is fixed-scale
keypoint detection methods and the other is adaptive-scale
keypoint detection methods. As shown in Figure.2 is the
adaptive-scale keypoint detection method, (a) is 3D Viewer
and (b) is Range Image. Fixed-scale keypoint detection is
detected the keypiont in a space which has a fixed scale.
Adaptive-scale keypoint detection is to build a scale-space,
after the scale-space was built in the range image, select
extreme specificity measures for points in space and scale
communities as keypoints. According to the information of
the keypoint to change the scale-space. Then, the location
and scale of the keypoints can be detected.

a

b 

2.2. ASDK SPCA-ALM

3D Viewer

Range Image

Figure 2. Adaptive-scale keypoint detection

Feature extraction is the second step of 3D object
Recognition, in this paper we use the ASDK SPCA-ALM to
extract the feature, firstly, detecting keypoint and then
extracting the feature around it.
PCA method which can decompose the data matrix A’s
empirical covariance matrix eigenvalue to compute the PCs,
in general, the entries of the corresponding PVs of PCA are
dense and nonzero. But in some conditions, the PV needs to
be obtained which can use a combination of several nonzero
variables to describe the maximum variance and it can
increase the interpretability of these data. Sparse principal
component analysis can determine the hidden information in
the targeted data, which involving the physical
interpretation of the coordinate axis. Thus, we computed an
empirical covariance matrix for every object category of the
database to recognize the visual words by Sparse PCA.
In the past decades, Sparse PCA has become a very
popular research topic. Most widely used methods including
SPCA, SCoTLASS and SLRA, these methods intended to

This part we introduce the SPCA-ALM with ASDP.
n

Matrix   S is a positive semidefinite that represents the
empirical data covariance, we use SPCA to process the
objective following:

T
max x  x   x 0
x2 1

1

The  0 can follow the `1-norm relaxation and lift
procedure for semidefinite relaxation to control the sparsity
in x., it is a scalar parameter, and a nonconvex rank
constraints can be dropped, (1) can be written as:
max Tr   X    X 1 : Tr  X  1, X
X
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The matrix variable
problem as:
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We can get the primal variable by the gradient in (5),
k
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once the algorithm is convergent, i.e., X
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2.3. Feature Description and Match
f  U 
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The geometric information of the local surface can be
extracted after detecting the keypoint, and it can be encoded
into a feature descriptor. Recently the proposed methods can
be classified into three categories: signature based, histogram
based, and transform based methods. The core issue of the
local feature description [16] are invariance and robust.
When descriptor feature, we need to consider the invariance
of perspective, scale, and rotation in shape recognition and
object retrieval. And we also need to consider the invariant
of shape of feature descriptor.

produces an  approximate

solution. The formula (3) can be rewritten as:
min f  U  :  
U

Uij
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Based on the formulation above established, then we use
ALM to increase the speed of the ASDK SPCA. ALM is to
eliminate constraints and add a penalty term to the cost
function that describe a high cost to impossible points. We
can rewrite an unconstrained form for the box-constraint
convexity problem of (6):
F U , Y 







min  f  U    P U ij , Yij , c   7 
U 
1 i, j n


The Yij ,1 i, j n is Lagrange variable, and c is the
variable which represent penalty severity.

P   , y, c 

Figure 3. feature match in the local RF, (left) the model feature.
(right) the scene feature
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How to choose an appropriate matching strategy when
searching the model feature library, the efficiency is an
important issue. The simplest approach is to use a bruteforce search, which matches a scene feature with all model
features. The computational complexity of this approach is
O(Nf), the Nf is the number of model features. A faster
alternative is to adopt an appropriate data structure or
indexing method. Hough transform is one of the basic
methods of image processing which is widely used in the
geometry image recognition, there are many improvements
proposed. The most basic Hough transform is detected from
the black and white images straight line. As shown below:
We make a Hof elections for the scene and the model in
global coordinate, and then converted to a local coordinate,
if the parameters get from the Hough election in the local
coordinate are equal, that means election hypothesis is
correct, otherwise the Hof elections is wrong. In the Fig.3

It is worth to notice that we should solve the
unconstrained minimization problem in (7) when we
iteration of the outer loop of the algorithm, and this method
has no closed-form solution. Thus, the first order gradient
technique is used to obtain the best value. After getting the
minimized of augmented Lagrange function, we use the rule
to update the Lagrange multipliers Y:

M

Vi , G is the Hough variables of the model under the global
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M

coordinates , Vi , L is the Hough variables of model under the
local coordinates , Fi

M

is the Feature points in the model

S
j

F is the Feature points in the scene, C M is the
M
reference point, RGL is the conversion between Local

library,

coordinate and global coordinate ,

Vi ,LS is the Hough
S

variables of scene Under the local coordinates, Vi ,G is the
Hough variables of scene Under the global coordinates. In
Figure 4 shows the result of feature match, the chairs from
scene match to the model library chair, the yellow chairs
represent objects in the scene.
M
Vi ,G

C

M
Vi , L

S
Vi ,L

M
Vi , L

S
Vi ,G
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M
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M
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S
S
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Figure 5. generate hypotheses for each candidate model
conversion.(left) the keypoint from model. (Right) the keypoint
from scene.

10

The purpose of Hypothesis verification is to find the
correct hypothesis from the false assumption that inside the
existing authentication methods into separate authentication
methods and global validation methods[11], hypothesis
testing is independent of the assumptions used method of
converting the objects in the scene aligned with the
candidate models. Global hypothesis testing methods are as
follows: 1. All the assumptions xi as a binary set x; 2.
Geometrical Cues (goodness of fit, Multiple Assignment,
randomness) Construction cost function, 3. optimization of
the cost function (Simulated Annealing)

11
12

13

3. Experimental Results

Figure 4. The chairs from scene match to the model library chair.
The yellow chairs represent objects in the scene

In this paper, we use a laser scanner to get the point cloud
data, then we use ASDK SPCA-ALM to extract feature
among the keypiont, at the same time SPCA-ALM use to
extract the feature from the same object and compare the two
methods. Figure 6(a) shows that the estimation error
increased with the dimension, when the dimension attach 300
the Error of the two methods are equal, then ASDK SPCAALM will have a smaller error rate compared with SPCAALM. while Figure 6(b) compares the speed of two methods ,
the chart shows that with the increased sharply ASDK
SPCA-ALM spend less time. And in Figure 7 is the final
recognition result of the chair from the model.

2.4. Hypothesis Generation and Verification

Conclusion

Hypothesis generation have two tasks: get potential
candidate models in the scene and generate hypotheses for
each candidate model conversion. Feature matching
sometimes wrong, the point in the scene [9] and model to
match the other point, which appears outliers, as shown in
Fig 5, where C is the reference point, a point on the model
left and right for the scene the point where the green dot on
the spot did not match the model, became the outliers, the
green dotted line represents a successful match, a red dotted
line represents the match fails.

In order to get a better recognition rate of the object in the
cluttered scenes, this paper presents a novel method which
use Adaptive-scale Detection to get keypoint and use Sparse
PCA to extract feature, then use Augmented Lagrangian
Method to get the best value of recognition time and a better
recognition accuracy. The experiment shows that the
proposed method can decrease the time of 3D object
recognition and improve the recognition accuracy. In the
future, we will consider the combination of convolutional
neural network and recurrent neural network to identify
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object, currently machine learning is a hot research field. If
we consider the machine learning method, I believe that it
will get a better recognition performance.
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(b) Recognition Speed with Dimension

Figure 6. A result of ASDK SPCA-ALM and SPCA-ALM

Figure 7. Final recognition out of the chair from the model
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